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EUROArray Haemochromatosis (4 SNP+) Directy

 Determination of the most frequent haemochromatosis-associated point mutations in the HFE gene in 

 one test

 Direct use of EDTA blood – no separate DNA isolation required

 Highest reliability of results due to the exclusion of interfering neighbouring mutations

The EUROArray Haemochromatosis (4 SNP+) Direct and EUROArray Haemochromatosis (2 SNP+) Direct allow fast and simple
detection of the four and two point mutations, respectively, in the HFE gene in one reaction. In the direct method whole-blood
samples can be used directly without the need of separate DNA isolation.

Clinical signifi cance

Diagnostic application

Technical data

Substrate  Single-stranded DNA probes, length: 20 to 50 nucleotides

Test procedure DNA extraction / PCR (approx. 60 min) / hybridisation (60 min) / fully automated evaluation;
   total working time approx. 2 min per sample incl. DNA extraction with the direct method 
   (with 40 samples per run) 

Reagents Ready for use

Controls  DNA-negative control and other integrated controls

CE IVD label Complete process incl. DNA extraction is validated

Test kit format 5, 10 or 20 slides, each containing 5 test fi elds, or 8 slides each containing 3 test fi elds

Order no. MN 5520 - 0505-V, - 1005-V, - 2005-V, -0803-V: EUROArray Haemochromatosis (4 SNP+) Direct 

Related products  MN 5521 - 0505-V, - 1005-V, - 2005-V, -0803-V: EUROArray Haemochromatosis (2 SNP+) Direct

The EUROArray Haemochromatosis (4 SNP+) Direct is designed for the molecular genetic determination of the most important risk
factors for hereditary haemochromatosis.

Hereditary haemochromatosis is a genetically caused iron-storage disease and the most frequent autosomal (gender-independ-
ent), recessive inherited metabolic disorder. It results from increased resorption of iron in the upper small intestine. In affected
individuals the disorder leads to an increase in the total iron content in the body from around 2 to 6 g (normal value) to up to 80 g.
The iron is deposited in the liver, pancreas, spleen, thyroid gland, pituitary gland, heart and joints. In untreated patients irrevers-
ible damage occurs, resulting in an increased risk of cardiomyopathy, arthropathy, diabetes mellitus, liver cirrhosis and liver or
pancreas carcinoma.

Two mutations in the HFE (high iron) gene are directly associated with this disease. They lead to a loss or reduction of the function
of the Hfe protein. With a frequency of 90 %, amino acid substitutions C282Y and H63D are the most common mutations associ-
ated with haemochromatosis. Further, there are two rare mutations in the HFE gene that are also associated with the development 
of haemochromatosis. These cause either a change in the amino acid sequence (S65C) of the Hfe protein or early termination of 
protein synthesis (E168X).

Epidemiological studies show that 90 to 100 % of patients with haemochromatosis exhibit homozygous gene defects. Even a muta-
tion in one HFE allele is suffi cient to cause at least minor abnormalities in iron metabolism.
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The test system is exclusively designed for the molecular genetic in vitro 
determination of two or four point mutations (SNP) in the HFE gene. 
These point mutations are 187C > G and 845G > A for the 2 SNP test, and 
193A > T and 502G > T for the 4 SNP test. They are responsible for the 
following amino acid substitutions: H63D (187C > G), C282Y (845G > A), 
S65C (193A > T) and E168X (502G > T). EDTA blood (direct method) or iso-
lated genomic DNA from the patient are used as sample material. In the 
direct method genomic DNA from blood cells is prepared for polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) by pretreating the blood with the extraction solutions 
provided in the test kit according to a specifi c protocol. In the fi rst reac-
tion step, several sections of the HFE gene are amplifi ed by PCR from the 
extract or, alternatively, from a genomic patient DNA sample. During their 
formation, the PCR products are labelled with a fl uorescent dye. In the 
second reaction step, the PCR products are analysed using the microarray, 
which contains immobilised probes that are complementary to the ampli-
fi ed DNA. The specifi c binding (hybridisation) of the fl uorescence-labelled 
PCR product to the corresponding oligonucleotide probe is detected us-
ing a special microarray scanner (EUROArrayScanner). The spot signals 
are evaluated automatically using the EUROArrayScan software and the 
genotype is determined from all positions. 

For direct use of EDTA blood, the sample is fi rst incubated with extraction solution 1 for one minute and then extraction 
solution 2 is added. For PCR an aliquot of the extract or alternatively a purifi ed DNA sample is mixed with the ready-made 
PCR reagents. The PCRs are incubated in the thermocycler and then, using the TITERPLANE technique, on EUROArray slides 
containing microarray BIOCHIPs. Scanning and evaluation are performed using the EUROArrayScanner (incl. EUROArrayScan 
software). This provides fully automated evaluation of EUROArray analyses and detailed documentation of results.

Test principle

Test performance

Sensitivity and specifi city

The test system was investigated using sample material precharacterised with a molecular genetic method.

Robustness
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139 EDTA blood samples, Germany molecular genetic 100 % 100 %
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